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About This Game

‘What Are You Stupid’ is an unconventional quiz game that will pit players against people closest to him; his family and friends.
Travel from house to house and throw-down a challenge to whatever household member resides within. Earn their respect by

proving yourself to be an ample ‘quiz warrior’.

Unlike other quiz games, ‘What Are You Stupid’ presents players with a casual attitude to questions. Language that can be found
in a common conversation, as opposed to a game show on TV. Each category in this game is designed to be in sync with

character personalities.

Imagine getting bombarded with question after question by a Movie Director wannabe, or perhaps try to withstand a snotty
elementary brat with all her schooling flooding out. ‘What Are You Stupid’ will keep you entertained with each character’s
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hilariously absurd personality.

Features:

- Fast-paced trivia battle
- 100% hand-drawn art with pencil and paper

- 15 hilarious characters each with a unique personality
- 15 categories to test the breadth of your knowledge

- 15 wacky rewards to collect after each match victory
- Over 4000 Questions and growing

This is you, the protagonist of the game. You don’t have superpowers or anything like that. As a matter of fact, everyone
underestimates you, even Mom and Dad! People even make fun of your silly cap. So what would you do when people are

looking down at you?
You fight back! Quiz battle ‘em and make a mockery of their intelligence!

Nothing sweeter than revenge, right?
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Title: What Are You Stupid
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Beat-Fu Studio
Publisher:
Beat-Fu Studio
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista

Processor: Processor 1.8 Ghz+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphic 4000

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1000 MB available space

English
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I was a little apprehensive about buying this for 5$ because a lot of quiz games on steam are pretty bad but I liked the look so I
gave it a try. I must say I was not disappointed.

This game was funny with nice art and enjoyable music. The questions were a nice mix of difficulties with some trick questions.
The characters are awesome and their reactions are priceless. I love how their looks and reactions line up with the quiz category
they represent.

Features I really liked was the way you could pick your subjects in order of your chosing because it gets harder with each
opponent. So you should start with subjects you are worst at.
Also liked that you could back out of a quiz whenever you liked. So you don't have to finish it if you are doing poorly and
wouldn't get an A. Although a quick restart button here would be appreciated so you don't have to go back to the room to pick
characters each time.

What I didn't like was how slow it can be. For example at the end of a quiz you have to sit through some extra dialogue and
clicking. And yes, it was funny, but after reading it one time that's enough, so a skip button here would be appreciated also.
But all by all it wasn't as slow as some other games I've played.

I also didn't love the "boss" being economics, business and politics but that's just because I'm so horrible at that subject.

The devs should do an extra spell\/question check though. But I have to say the English was very good. Just some small spelling
mistakes and some questions that were the same but worded differently.

Overall I loved this game a lot. It is one of the most enjoyable quiz games on steam I have played so far. I didn't even mind the
extra Indonesian knowledge quiz cause the charachter was so friendly and funny and it was interesting.

ps: all achievements work
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